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a b s t r a c t

Recent experiments have shown that the graphene foam material exhibits a rubber-like constitutive
behavior and a near-zero Poisson's ratio. We have performed coarse grain molecular dynamics simula-
tions, which show that these intriguing phenomena can be attributed to the microstructure deformation,
rearrangement and compaction in three stages, respectively. The elastic deformation of microstructures
leads to the initial linear behavior of the graphene foam material. Microstructure rearrangement,
including bending, self-folding and flake-rotation, should be responsible for the second stage with a good
performance of deformation but with a low bearing capacity. Microstructure compaction leads to a high
bearing capacity at the last stage. A near-zero Poisson's ratio of the material within a certain range of
compressive strain is also found to be due to the microstructure rearrangement, which induces soft
flakes to fill the empty space without volume expansion in the other directions. Furthermore, it dem-
onstrates that Poisson's ratio of such a type of material can be further tuned by the stiffness of graphene
flakes as well as the amplitude of external strain. This study highlights the promise of graphene foam
materials for energy absorption and dissipation under extreme conditions.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Graphene is a typically two-dimensional sheet composed of
single-layer carbon atoms, which possesses a large specific surface
area, extraordinary mechanical [1], thermal [2] and electrical [3]
properties. It has been widely used in recent years as exceptional
nanoscale building blocks to assemble a large number of new
materials [4e16]. Among them, the graphene foam material [5e7],
as a porous nano-material composed of different-layer flakes, has
receivedmuch attention from engineers andmaterial scientists due
to its incredible high porosity of 99% and intrinsic potential as an
ideal scaffold. It can be modulated by introducing functional ad-
ditives or chemical groups into the pore-rich structure to achieve
required properties. A series of novel properties have been re-
ported, including super-elasticity [6], good electrical conductivity
[17], high efficient energy absorption [18], excellent electro-
chemical stability [19], which enable wide promising applications
in sensing [20], lithium ion batteries [21], sorbent materials [22],
Chen).
stretchable electronics [17], and so on.
To understand the underlying deformation mechanism of gra-

phene foam materials and disclose the structure-property rela-
tionship is of vital importance for optimal design of novel
multifunctional materials and applications in a broad field. Both
regular platelets and long graphene ribbons of different-layer gra-
phene flakes [5] are used to assemble graphene foam materials.
Various structures, such as biomimetic honeycomb-like [23], mul-
tiple nano-ball [19], hierarchical pores [24] etc., are designed to
construct material frameworks. Lots of work has been carried out
on graphene foam materials [6,7,17,23,24] to characterize compo-
nent flakes, analyze structural characteristics and measure some
physical and mechanical properties. Uniaxial compression experi-
ments were adopted inmost of theseworks to find the stress-strain
response, where a rubber-like compressive constitutive relation-
ship was always obtained for such a new foam-material. Specially, a
near-zero Poisson's ratio was observed by Wu et al. [6] in their as-
synthesized graphene foam materials. Multi-scale deformation
mechanism of a 3D graphene foam material was carried out by
Nieto et al. [5] with in situ SEM, in which the micro-structural
evolution with graphene flake rotating to align in the tensile
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direction was observed. In addition, graphene flake bending and
cell-wall elastic depressionwere found to be twomain deformation
mechanisms in nano-indentation experiments [5]. With a full-atom
molecular dynamics simulation technique, Baimova et al. [25]
investigated the mechanical response of graphene foam materials
subjected to shear strain and found that the shear deformation
could alter the microstructure and mechanical properties of the
graphene foam material. However, many questions are still open
with regard to such a novel material, whose mechanical properties
is totally different from those of a single graphene and graphite
[26e28]. What kind of microscopic deformation mechanism in
graphene foam materials induces a rubber-like constitutive rela-
tion? How to explain the near-zero Poisson's ratio of a graphene
foam material? Is the Poisson's ratio of a graphene foam material
always near-zero or influenced by any factor? Answering the above
questions should be very useful for further design of advanced
graphene foam materials.

In the present paper, the technique of coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulation (CGMD) is adopted, which is advantageous in
contrast to the time-consuming full-atom molecular dynamics
method and the inconvenient in-site experimental observation.
Furthermore, the CGMD method has been well verified to suc-
cessfully study many graphene-related problems, such as the me-
chanical property of a single- or multi-layer graphene [29,30],
adsorption of surfactants [31], self-assembly and penetration of
graphene sheets in membranes [32,33], etc..

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the
simulation model of a graphene foam material under uniaxial
compression as well as the methodology of this paper. The
constitutive relation of graphene-foam materials and the micro-
scopic deformation mechanism are investigated in Section 3. The
near-zero Poisson's ratio observed in recent experiments will be
discussed in Section 4, where the microscopic mechanism affecting
the Poisson's ratio of such a novel material will be disclosed as well
as some other influencing factors. Conclusions will be given finally.

2. Model and methodology

The coarse-grained model of a graphene sheet developed by
Cranford et al. [30] is well adopted in this paper, which is based on
the equivalent energy principle between a full-atom simulation
and a twisted graphene ribbon. A two-dimensional graphene sheet
is simulated by a square grid, in which each coarse grain represents
a 25 Å � 25 Å atomic graphene sheet. A harmonic spring potential
fT ¼ kT(r�r0)2/2 is used to describe the axial stretching energy
among all pairs of bonded particles, where kT denotes a spring
constant and r is the distance between two particles with an
equilibrium distance r0 ¼ 25 Å. A harmonic rotational-spring po-
tential f4 ¼ k4(4�40)2/2 is used to describe the in-plane bending
energy under shear deformation, where k4 denotes the spring
constant related to the bending angle 4 among three particles with
an equilibrium angle 40 ¼ 90�. fq ¼ kq(q-q0)2/2 denotes the out-of-
plane bending energy with a spring constant kq, where q denotes
the bending angle among three particles with an equilibrium value
q0 ¼ 180�. The weak van der Waals interaction between neigh-
boring coarse-grained flakes is defined as a Lennard-Jones potential
fLJ ¼ 4ε((s/r)12-(s/r)6), where ε is a parameter determining the
depth of the potential well, s is a length scale parameter that de-
termines the position of the minimum potential, and r is the atom-
to-atom distance. According to [30], s and ε are set as 23.84 Å and
473 kcal/mol in this paper, respectively. As a building block, the side
length of each square coarse-grained flake is 25 nm, which contains
one hundred beads as shown in Fig. 1a. As for the pre-processing of
a graphene foam system, all flakes are placed randomly in a big
cubic box to ensure no interaction among them. Then, NPT
assemble technique is adopted to deal with the system with a pe-
riodic boundary condition in three directions as well as a constant
temperature 300 K and one barometric pressure. As a result, the
system would shrink gradually and finally reach an equilibrium
state at about 30 nswith a time step 1fs. Then, the ambient pressure
is reset to zero. Under the berendsen barostat 0 Pa and Langevin
thermostat 300 K, the system would expand slightly and reach the
final equilibrium state at about 500 ns with the criterion that the
total energy fluctuation converges to less than 1%. The final
configuration is shown in Fig. 1b, in which the flakes are randomly
oriented. Periodic boundary conditions are adopted in three di-
rections in order to simulate a bulk material. For simplicity, all
flakes in a simulation material are assumed to be identical. Mate-
rials composed of flakes of different layers are considered in this
paper in order to investigate the effect of stiffness of flakes on the
mechanical behavior and give insights into the design of novel
graphene foam materials. One should be noted that sliding be-
tween neighboring layers in a single flake is not involved with an
assumption that the interface between adjacent layers is strong
enough to resist interface sliding. Such a strong interface between
graphene layers can be realized by chemical treatment, such as
moderate electron-beam irradiation inside a transmission electron
microscope [34], or adding some chemical groups between layers
[35]. The real thickness (layer number) of flakes in real materials is
in the range of one to ten graphene layers [5,17,36]. In our simu-
lation, the flake consists of one-, two-, four- and eight-layer gra-
phene sheets, respectively. According to [30] and [37], both the
tensile stiffness and the in-plane bending stiffness increase linearly
with the flake thickness, while the out-of-plane bending stiffness
will increase nearly proportional to cubic of the flake thickness.
With regard to the flake of different layers, the corresponding
coarse-grained parameters kT, k4 and kq are given in Table 1, which
can be tuned simultaneously for a typical graphene foam material.

The equilibrium density of graphene foam in a series of exper-
imental studies [6,17,23,36] is in the range of 1e100 mg/cm3. Dur-
ing the simulation, we find that the equilibrium density of the
graphene foam decreases with an increasing flake size. For
example, when the size of a square flake increases from 25 to
125 nm, the equilibrium density of the graphene foam material
decreases from 475 to 72 mg/cm3. The size of each flake reported in
experiments varies from several nanometers [38] to micrometers
[6]. A relatively small size 25 nm is chosen in our numerical
calculation due to two reasons: (a) Nomatter how large the flake is,
four kinds of contact microstructures are found to be basic ones.We
tried to establish foam structures with flakes of different sizes and
found that only the porosity or density is different; (b) The
computation complexity would increase sharply if relatively large
flakes are chosen, even with CGMD technique.

Within an equilibrium simulation system, four kinds of micro-
structures are found as shown Fig. 1(c)-1(f), which include different
links between point-surface, edge-edge, surface-surface and edge-
surface. Here, one should be noted that the “point” here denotes
essentially a small part of a flake. In addition, more than two flakes
may be in contact and contact microstructures in the material
system, we focus mainly on the smallest composed microstructure
to study the interaction micro-mechanism. The distribution pro-
portion of four kinds of contact microstructures in the system
composed of 8-layer flakes is counted, where the amount is 10.27%,
35.62%, 4.79%, 49.32% for point-surface, edge-edge, surface-surface
and edge-surface contact microstructures, respectively. It is further
found that the edge-edge and edge-surface contact microstructures
are twomain ones in graphene foammaterials no mater the flake is
stiff or soft (thick or thin). The four kinds of microstructures have
already been well identified in SEM experimental observations
[6,24,39], but the distribution proportion was not counted



Fig. 1. Schematic of the simulation model and microstructures. (a) Flake composed of coarse-grained graphene. (b) The initial configuration of an equilibrated coarse-grained
graphene foam material. (cef) Four kinds of contact microstructures: point-surface, edge-edge, surface-surface and edge-surface. The mechanical property of all flakes is iden-
tical in a material. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Table 1
Spring constants in different potential energy functions adopted to describe
different mechanical behaviors of coarse-grained graphene sheets [30].

Parameters No. of graphene layers Units

1 2 4 8

kT 470 930 1860 3720 kcal mol�1Å�2

k4 16870 33740 67480 134960 kcal mol�1rad�2

kq 144.9 8970 82731 933087 kcal mol�1rad�2

Fig. 2. The uniaxially compressive stress-strain relation of graphene foam materials
composed of flakes of different layers. The inset is the amplification of the curves in
stage 1. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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experimentally. As a primary investigation of graphene foam ma-
terials with CGMD technique, the effect of geometry and
morphology of flakes, density of materials as well as some possible
physical or chemical additives are not included in this paper.

If no otherwise specified, uniaxial compression acted in the x-
direction with a loading velocity 1 m/s corresponding to a strain
rate 107 s�1 is adopted in the simulation without any pressure in
the other two directions. All the simulations are implemented with
an open source software Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [40].
3. Compressive stress-strain relation

A typical rubber-like stress-strain response has been measured
experimentally for graphene foam materials under uniaxial
compression [6,7,36]. However, what is the microscopic deforma-
tion mechanism of such a special material behavior? A series of
simulations are carried out on the model shown in Fig. 1(b) with
uniaxial compressive loading in the x-direction. The compressive
stress-strain relations of four kinds of systems composed of flakes
of different thickness are achieved numerically as shown in Fig. 2.
Similar to the rubber-like stress-strain response found in uniaxial
compression experiments [6,7,36], the typical constitutive relation
consists of three stages.

When the strain is smaller than 0.01, the graphene foam ma-
terial is elastic and there is no flake rearrangement or obvious
microstructural evolution occurring during stage 1. Details can be
found in Fig. S1 in Supplementary materials. At stage 2, the strain
increases sharply to about 0.4 but with a slightly increasing stress.
Both the strain and the stress increase obviously at stage 3 when
the compressive strain is larger than 0.4. Comparing the stress-
strain curves of four kinds of systems yields that the elastic
modulus of the system increases with an increasing stiffness of
component flakes at stage 1; Similarly, at stage 2, the stress in the
material with relatively stiff flakes is also relatively large. However,
the situation is on the contrary at the last stage. Furthermore, one
may note that a significant drop in the stress-strain curve emerges
for the graphene foam material with relatively thick flakes at the
last stage. It should be due to the rearrangement among stiff flakes
with joint breaking, bodily rotating or separation perpendicular to
the compressive strain direction in order to release the over-
bending energy in stiff flakes. All the phenomena could be
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observed in movies in Supplementary Materials. The basic char-
acteristic in the rubber-like stress-strain relation obtained by our
simulations is comparable to the experimental result qualitatively.
However, it is hardly possible to compare with the experimental
result quantitatively due to many un-given information in experi-
ments, for example, the flake size, shape, thickness, porosity etc.
The stress-strain cycles with load and release processes are further
simulated for such a foam material and given in Fig. S2 in Supple-
mentary materials, which is also comparable to the existing
experimental results [6,24,39] and can be used to analyze the
characteristic of energy dissipation of such a foam material in our
future work.

Three typical snapshots for two kinds of graphene foam mate-
rials are recorded, respectively, where one kind of material is
composed of relatively stiff flakes and the other one consists of
relatively soft flakes. The snapshots are shown in Fig. 3, where
Fig. 3(a)-(c) denote the stiff one and Fig. 3(d)-(f) denote the soft one.
In both cases, each snapshot represents each deformation stage of
the constitutive relation. Both the two kinds of graphene foam
materials experience a small elastic deformation without rear-
rangement of microstructures as shown in both Fig. 3(a) and (d),
respectively. As a result, a linear elastic behavior is exhibited at the
stage 1 under a small compressive strain. By contrast, all the flakes
in both materials rearrange themselves obviously under a relative
large compressive strain, which leads to an only slightly increasing
stress but a good ability of deformation, corresponding to the stage
2 in the constitutive relation curve. Finally, after the uttermost
rearrangement of microstructures, the graphene foam material is
compacted as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (f), which has an excellent
loading bearing capacity, but a poor ability of deformation, corre-
sponding to the constitutive curves in stage 3.

In order to get to the bottom of the deformation mechanism,
evolution of the four kinds of microstructures is checked in two
typical graphene foam materials under different strain, i.e., mate-
rials composed of 1-layer flakes and 8-layer flakes, respectively.
Fig. 3. Snapshots of the deformed simulation model at the strain of 0, 0.4 and 0.8, respect
graphene foam material composed of 1-layer flakes. (A colour version of this figure can be
Variation of each kind of microstructure along with an increasing
compressive strain can be found clearly as shown in Fig. 4 for three
kinds of strain states 0, 0.4 and 0.8. Microscopic rearrangement of
component flakes can be easily identified from the four groups,
including in-plane and out-of-plane rotation, in-plane and out-of-
plane bending and buckling, self-folding, sliding and separation.
As a result, all the microstructures are finally compacted in the
direction of the external compressive loading.

It is much easy to understand all the phenomena if we imagine
the graphene foam material as a block composed of papers. No
matter what the stiffness of the paper, the block can sustain a
compressive stress only if the compressive strain is small enough,
which corresponds to the initially linear elastic stage of a graphene
foam material. The larger the stiffness of the paper, the larger the
whole stiffness of the block will be at the initial stage. Along with
the increase of the external compressive strain, each paper or paper
bundle in the block will rearrange themselves in the form of
rotating, bending or buckling, self-folding or sliding, similar to the
second stage in the graphene foam material. The block will be
compacted under a large compressive strain, in which the density
of the block composed by soft papers should be larger than the
counterpart with stiff papers, analogous to the last stage in a gra-
phene foam material. With this in mind, it is convenient to un-
derstand the stress-strain relation and the deformationmechanism
for a graphene foammaterial from themicroscopic point of view. As
for the sudden drop in the stress-strain relation of graphene foam
materials composed of stiff flakes under large compressive strain, it
should be due to the rearrangement among stiff flakes with joint
breaking, bodily rotating or separation perpendicular to the
compressive strain direction as shown in Fig. 4(c), (i), 4(o) and 4(u),
in order to release the over-bending energy in stiff flakes.

Further study on the effect of loading rates on the mechanical
behavior and microstructure evolution is simply carried out. The
stress-strain relations of graphene foam materials under different
strain rates are analyzed. It is clear that the whole variation trend of
ively. (aec) For the graphene foam material composed of 8-layer flakes. (def) For the
viewed online.)



Fig. 4. Snapshots of the four basic microstructures at the compressive strain of 0, 0.4 and 0.8 for graphene foam materials composed of 1-layer flakes and 8-layer flakes. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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the constitutive relation is not affected by the strain rate, except for
the initial stiffness at stage 1 and the value of the stress at stage 2
and stage 3. Both the initial stiffness and the bearing capacity
improve with an increasing strain rate, leading to a rubber-like
rate-dependent material as shown in Fig. 5. Numerical observa-
tion further shows that the microscopic deformation mechanism is
insensitive to the strain rate, but the evolution rate of microstruc-
tures is significantly affected by the loading rate. Three movies are
provided in Supplementary materials to show the microstructural
evolution for an identical system, but under different compressive
Fig. 5. The stress-strain relations of graphene foam materials under compression of
different strain rates. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
strain rates 108, 107 and 106 s�1. Details are omitted here for
simplicity.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2016.08.084.
4. Poisson's ratio of graphene foam materials

The Poisson's ratio in both y-axis and z-axis directions as a
function of the compressive strain in the x-axis direction is studied
in this section for graphene foam materials composed of 1-layer
flake. It is found that both relations coincide with each other as
shown in Fig. 6(a), demonstrating an isotropic feature of such a
material. Alongwith an increasing compressive strain, the Poisson's
ratio reduces from an initially small positive value to a near-zero
even a negative one, then increases again. Considering the stiff-
ness effect of flakes, the Poisson's ratio as a function of the
compressive strain is shown in Fig. 6(b) for materials composed of
different-layer flakes. It is found that the Poisson's ratio is signifi-
cantly influenced by the stiffness of flakes in the material. The
Poisson's ratio in all cases undergoes a “U”-type variation, though
the falling is very weak for materials composed of relatively stiff
flakes as shown in Fig. 6(b). Furthermore, under a fixed compres-
sive strain, the stiffer the flake, the larger the Poisson's ratio of the
material will be. Effects of the compressive strain and the me-
chanical properties of flakes on Poisson's ratio of the foam material
are directly shown in Fig. S3 in Supplementary materials. Such a
result is different and should be very interesting in contrast to the
classical conception of a constant Poisson's ratio for ordinary
materials.

The microstructure evolution in such materials should be con-
cerned again, which should be responsible for the variation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carbon.2016.08.084


Fig. 6. Poisson's ratio of the graphene foam material as a function of the compressive strain. (a) Poisson's ratios nxy and nxz for the graphene foam material composed of 1-layer
flakes. (b) Poisson's ratio nxy for the graphene foam material composed of flakes of different layers. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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mechanism of Poisson's ratios. Corresponding to the initially small
loading, no matter what the stiffness of the flakes is, elastic
deformation of the flakes should happen. As a result, a positive
Poisson's ratio is achieved. Along with an increasing external
loading, either in the material composed of soft flakes or in the
material composed of stiff flakes, rearrangement of microstructures
will happen. For graphene foam materials composed of soft flakes,
the flexible sheet may bend or self-fold in the compressive direc-
tion, which leads to the space around them occupied without
volume expansion. During the process, two possible micro-
mechanisms may dominate as shown in the inset of Fig. 6a, a “Z”-
type deformation and a “N”-type one. If flakes bend or self-fold
randomly, a near-zero Poisson's ratio should be yielded. Such a
case is labeled as a “Z”-type. However, if more flakes tend to bend
inwards as shown by the inset labeled as a “N”-type in Fig. 6(a),
shrinkage perpendicular to the loading direction would happen,
leading to a negative Poisson's ratio. Such a microscopic mecha-
nism is also applicable to some other materials, such as cell struc-
ture materials [41] and carbon nanotube films [42]. When the
material is compressed by a relative large strain, the microstructure
becomes compact in the loading direction. Behaviors of bending,
self-folding, rotating will induce inflation perpendicular to the
loading direction, leading to an increasing Poisson's ratio. In
contrast to the graphene foam materials composed of soft flakes,
self-folding seldom happens in the material with stiff flakes.
Expanding perpendicular to the compressive loading direction
rather than filling the empty space dominates, which yields the
“only little-drop” feature of Poisson's ratio for materials composed
of stiff flakes as shown in Fig. 6(b).

One should be noted that the value of Poisson's ratio of such a
graphene foam has some discrete features as shown in Fig. 6(a) and
(b). It is also influenced by the material density and the external
loading rate, the details of which can be found in Figs. S4 and S5 in
Supplementary materials.

All the above analysis shows that Poisson's ratio of graphene
foam materials could be tuned in a wide range from negative to
positive in real applications.

5. Conclusions

Coarse-grained molecular dynamic simulations are carried out
in this paper in order to investigate themechanical properties of 3D
graphene foam materials from the microscopic point of view and
disclose the corresponding microstructure deformation mecha-
nism. The rubber-like constitutive behavior of such a material un-
der a uniaxial compressive loading is achieved, which consists of
three typical stages. Simulation results exhibit that the first linear
stage in the constitutive relation is attributed to the elastic defor-
mation of microstructures no matter what the stiffness of micro-
structures is. The second stage corresponds to a good ability of
deformation but a poor bearing capacity, which is mainly because
of the microstructure rearrangement, including flake bending, self-
folding as well as rotation in the empty space. When the external
compressive strain is large enough, the inside microstructure is
compacted, leading to a high bearing capacity at the last stage.With
regard to the Poisson's ratio of graphene foam materials composed
of flakes of different stiffness, a “U”-type variation trend is
commonly found along with increasing compressive strain, which
depends significantly on the microstructure deformation mecha-
nism too. A near-zero Poisson's ratio could be achieved in graphene
foam materials composed of relative soft flakes, for example, a
single-layer coarse-grained graphene. Both the stiffness of flakes
and the amplitude of external strain will show significant influence
on the Poisson's ratio, which demonstrates that the Poisson's ratio
of graphene foam materials could be tuned effectively in a wide
range. These results are significant for understanding the defor-
mation mechanism of materials composed of graphene sheets and
the design of graphene foam materials with special functions, for
example, energy absorption and dissipation.
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